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GRACE unVEILED
Lost in Translation The Book of Revelation Through Hebrew Eyes is a worthy followup to its predecessor, Rediscovering the Hebrew Roots of Our Faith. This is the
second in a three-volume series that will cover the entire book of Revelation in aweinspiring detail, expounding and expanding on familiar verses in God s Word that
have been misunderstood and misconstrued for many years. Or, in some cases,
linking together verses and concepts that have been repeatedly overlooked. In this
volume the authors explore the first half of Revelation from the perspective they
established so clearly in Volume 1 that of a Hebrew God speaking through a
Hebrew believer to an audience that was intimately familiar with the Hebrew
language, culture, customs, and concepts that form both the literal and the
metaphorical foundation for vast portions of Revelation. *Who are the 144,000,
anyway? What will be their true function in the End Times? *Who is the Bride of
Messiah? Does that designation automatically include everyone who accepts
salvation, no matter when or where? *What does the book of Revelation really tell
us about two vastly different and completely separate sequences of events that
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transpire at one and the same time, in entirely different places yet all as integral
parts of the same vast panorama of end-times happenings? How do the Wedding
and the Judgments fit together if they even DO? These are just some of the
questions to which you ll find plausible, sensible, biblically sound answers in this
volume. Please join us, right now, for another voyage of discovery unlike anything
you ve embarked on before, even if you've already read volume 1 "

Mysteries of the Pulpit: Or, A Revelation of the Church and the
Home
Radio messages from J. Vernon McGee delighted and enthralled listeners for years
with simple, straightforward language and clear understanding of the Scripture.
Now enjoy his personable, yet scholarly, style in this 60-volume set of
commentaries that takes you from Genesis to Revelation with new understanding
and insight. Each volume includes introductory sections, detailed outlines and a
thorough, paragraph-by-paragraph discussion of the text. A great choice for
pastors - and even better choice for the average Bible reader and student!

Discipleship on the Edge
A woman thinks with her heart, and a man thinks with his logic. As the bride of
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Jesus, we are one with Him in the same way that a husband and wife are united
and are become one. When a wife submits her love to her husband, the husband,
in all logic, needs to consider her submission, placing it within his heart with all
diligence as unto the Lord. Seeking first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness
(seeking Christ Jesus ) and all good things will be added unto them.

Revelation Messages for the World
A comprehensive guide to understanding the book of Revelation using scriptures
throughout the Bible to help complete the understanding of each prophecy. This
book gives details of how this is all being fulfilled before our very eyes. We also dig
into some of the prophecies that have yet to be fulfilled and contemplate what is
on the horizon of our future. This 1st Edition book is an unedited version of the
Revealing Revelation online group studies that are posted on Facebook.

Exposition of Heavenly Truths Through the Revelation of the
Holy Scriptures and the Testimonies of the World's History
The Acts of the Apostles, the Epistles and the Revelation of St.
John,the Divine
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Agnes, the possessed: a revelation of mesmerism
Jason Dent, a young down-and-out sociologist living in Cairo, is hired by an
Egyptian businessman to retrieve stolen archaeological evidence. He must travel
to Cape Town, South Africa, infiltrate a group of the victim's colleagues, and
identify the murderer and thief. Problems arise when he agrees to assist the police
in a sting operation at a luxury spa, putting his own life at risk. He must also
wrestle with the ethical dilemma of selling scientific findings. The evidence he
seeks threatens to ruin scholarly reputations and tarnish the image of ancient
Egyptian civilization. His investigation is hampered by foreign intrigue and the
discovery that he is not alone in seeking the evidence.

The Acts, the Epistles and the Revelation
It is spring, 1543 and King Henry VIII is wooing Lady Catherine Parr, whom he
wants for his sixth wife — but this time the object of his affections is resisting.
Archbishop Cranmer and the embattled Protestant faction at court are watching
keenly, for Lady Catherine is known to have reformist sympathies. Matthew
Shardlake, meanwhile, is working on the case of a teenage boy, a religious maniac
who has been placed by the King's council in the Bedlam hospital for the insane.
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Should he be released as his parents want, when his terrifying actions could lead to
him being burned as a heretic? Then, when an old friend is horrifically murdered,
Shardlake promises his widow — for whom he has long had complicated feelings —
to bring the killer to justice. His search leads him to connections not only with the
boy in Bedlam, but with Archbishop Cranmer and Catherine Parr, and with the dark
prophecies of the Book of Revelation. As London's Bishop Bonner prepares a purge
of Protestants, Shardlake, together with his assistant Jack Barak and his friend Guy
Malton, follow the trail of a series of horrific murders that shake them to the core.
Murders which are already bringing about frenzied talk of witchcraft and a demonic
possession, for what else would the Tudor mind make of a serial killer? From the
Hardcover edition.

Thru the Bible: Genesis through Revelation
Life is waiting! Tap into the Life Giver Himself and begin to give life more
abundantly. Then share it! The whole world is your family in need. Based on the
author’s profound, personal vision when he was caught up into Heaven, he shares
the intimate details that the Lord gave him about heavenly abundance and how to
live in Kingdom wealth, and share it with others. This vision changed his
perspective on life—and it will do the same for you. The reality of how the thief
prowls around like a lion, stealing hope, killing dreams, and destroying God’s
family is savagely clear. As is the comforting fact that as God’s child you have
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authority to have life and give life to those the Father is redeeming. Jesus passed
the torch to today’s believers. Wherever you are, whoever you are—opportunities
abound to be fruitful, multiply, and give hope to God’s lost, broken, and hurting
children. The Life Giver helps you to: See life with new vision, expectation, and
purpose. See daily interactions and opportunities to “Give life” to others. See
others through the family of God with redeeming love. Connect and overflow with
the Life Giver Himself. Tap into the creative and revelatory power of God. The
same creative life-giving power that has been breathed into you by The Life Giver,
must be breathed out through you to a world gasping for fresh, heavenly air.

Revelation Through Science
A view of the prophecies of Daniel, Zechariah, and the
Revelation, by M.E.H.
Many believers want to hear God's voice, but have you considered being his
messenger? If so, you will need to see His people as He sees them---through a lens
of love. Take your spiritual gifts to the next level as Shawn Bolz helps you discover
the mind of Christ. It's like seeing another color no one knew existed.
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Revelation
God is waiting for you to love him, to need him, and for you to surrender your will
to him. The rewards and blessings you will receive are endless and eternal. God is
searching the world for those who are willing to listen, for those who are brave
enough to follow, and for those trying to find a meaning in this life. God is calling.
Do you know how to answer? Give over your old life and gain so much more. There
is hope for everyone and where there is hope, darkness cannot reign. Author
Ruben Gabriel offers a transparent approach to God's heartening voice. Open your
own heart and mind to a journey through the word like you've never explored
before. Packed with spiritual insight and applicable scripture, you'll be left feeling
strengthened by A Divine Word from A Revelation.

Revelation on Revelation and These Latter Days
Meditations on the Glory of God
Revelation, the last book in the Christian Bible, is full of strange and spectacular
symbols and image, but first and foremost it is a revelation about Jesus Christ. This
book follows the so-called 'historicist' way of interpreting Revelation, which was the
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most common method of prophetic interpretation for most of Christian history.

Acts XV- Revelation
REVELATION: THE BOOK of REVELATION: BEASTS, SERPENT, SEALS, BOWLS, VIALS
and FALSE PROPHETS EPILOG to the BOOK of REVELATION DIVINE REVELATION:
GOD SPEAKING to MAN OF PRINCIPLES OF SPIRITUAL WARFARE BE IT DONE
ACCORDING to YOUR FAITH THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD CAN YOU FALL from
GRACE? KINGDOM OF GOD or KINGDOM of HEAVEN LIFE AFTER DEATH
INTRODUCTION to: FORGOTTEN BOOKS NOT IN the Bible STUDY of LEVITICUS 14:
An Introduction to Old Testament Law REAL CHRISTIANITY IS SPIRITUAL: To
Spiritualists and New Age Proponents GNOTICISM VS. CHRISTIANITY EXPLAINING
the BOOK of LAMENTATIONS WHY READ the BIBLE?: IT IS GOD'S WORD RECORDED
IN the DAYS of the KINGDOM THE MARK of the BEAST THE TRUE MEANING of
CHURCH WHY SO MANY DENOMINATIONS? UNIVERSAL LAW: How God Thinks About
the Law of the Earth The title of this book is Revelation. Revelation is variously
defined as: "an uncovering, a bringing to light of that which had been previously
wholly hidden or only obscurely seen. God has been pleased in various ways and at
different times (Heb. 1:1) to make a supernatural revelation of himself and his
purposes and plans, which, under the guidance of his Spirit, has been committed to
writing (Easton's Dictionary). Although this book does contain an attempted
interpretation of the Book of Revelation, anything God does or speaks is in and of
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itself revelation in that it is bringing to light something hidden. The Bible is unlike
any other book written by man. The bible, although written by man, is the inspired
writing of that man moved by the Spirit of God and so becomes not the word of
man but the Word of God. Books written by men convey emotions, ideas,
entertainment, concepts and other mental images. God's word brings revelation to
the Spirit of man. Jesus said: "It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh profits nothing;
the words that I have spoken to you are spirit and are life" (John 6:33). The words
are food for man's spirit, just as natural food nourishes the body. Revelation is
highly valued in the Kingdom of God. "Now when Jesus came into the district of
Caesarea Philippi, He was asking His disciples, "Who do people say that the Son of
Man is?" And they said, "Some say John the Baptist; and others, Elijah; but still
others, Jeremiah, or one of the prophets." He said to them, "But who do you say
that I am?" Simon Peter answered, "You are the Christ [Messiah], the Son of the
living God." And Jesus said to him, "Blessed are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh
and blood did not reveal this to you, but My Father who is in heaven" (Matthew
16:13-19). The Lord was overjoyed in that man had not talked Peter into anything
regarding the Lord's identity but Peter had received revelation directly from the
Father. This book, along with others I have written, attempt to convey the truth of
the Lord through revelation obtained from Him. The following are some odds and
ends I have gathered together helping you will gain a better understanding of Him
from His words. Everything said here is confirmed by scriptures from God's word. I
hope it opens an even clearer picture as to He is and His purpose in the earth.
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Heavens

Ante-Nicene Christian Library: Apocryphal Gospels, Acts, and
Revelations (1873)
Empire-critical and postcolonial readings of Revelation are now commonplace, but
scholars have not yet put these views into conversation with Jewish trauma and
cultural survival strategies. In this book, Sarah Emanuel positions Revelation within
its ancient Jewish context. Proposing a new reading of Revelation, she
demonstrates how the text's author, a first century CE Jewish Christ-follower, used
humor as a means of resisting Roman power. Emanuel uses multiple critical lenses,
including humor, trauma, and postcolonial theory, together with historical-critical
methods. These approaches enable a deeper understanding of the Jewishness of
the early Christ-centered movement, and how Jews in antiquity related to their
cultural and religious identity. Emanuel's volume offers new insights and fills a gap
in contemporary scholarship on Revelation and biblical scholarship more broadly.

Portals of Revelation
Understand the connection between the Old Testament and the end times, what to
expect during the last days, and how to stand firm in Christ in the face of
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opposition. Rabbi K. A. Schneider decodes the Book of Revelation, showing how the
end-time events prophesied in the New Testament book correspond with the
teachings of the Torah and the Hebrew prophets. You will discover how the
Passover foreshadows the great tribulation, and what the Hebrew prophets reveal
about the anti-Messiah, Armageddon, hell, the return of the Messiah, the millennial
kingdom, heaven, and much more. As the world grows darker and darker, many
people have a sense of impending doom. This book will teach you what to expect
during the last days and how to stand firm in Christ even in the face of opposition.

Seeing Things John's Way
Revelation is probably the most read, but least understood book of the Bible.
History is replete with examples of how not to interpret it, and books featuring endof-world prophecy claims based on Revelation consistently top the bestseller lists.
But how can the message of such an enigmatic book be applied to our lives today?
In Discipleship on the Edge, Darrell W. Johnson drives home the challenging and
practical message of Revelation in thirty carefully crafted sermons. Paying careful
attention to the original context of Revelation and the circumstances surrounding
its composition, Johnson shows that the book is not a "crystal ball" but rather a
"discipleship manual." Thoroughly researched and yet accessible, this collection of
sermons is a helpful resource for pastors and small group leaders who are looking
for models to help them preach and teach the message of Revelation in a time
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when there is much confusion about the end times. Darrell W. Johnson is Associate
Professor of Pastoral Theology at Regent College in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. A popular conference and retreat speaker, he has also served as the
preaching pastor for a number of congregations in North America and the
Philippines, as well as serving as Adjunct Professor of Preaching for the Doctor of
Ministry program at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. His other
books include Experiencing the Trinity and Spurgeon on Preaching.

Revelation
Release untapped supernatural power! In a world of pain and confusion, you have
the supernatural keys to bring heaven to earth. From angelic visitations and
revelatory visions to supernatural healings and prophetic utterances, Jerame
Nelson teaches you to operate in new spiritual dimensions. Here “Thy Kingdom
Come” is not just religious rhetoric; it is a demonstrated reality. Push back the
forces of darkness, disease, and torment by unlocking the supernatural flow of the
miraculous! Encounter the power of God’s fiery love Use the keys of authority,
already entrusted to you Unlock ancient portals of Kingdom revelation Listen to
God’s voice in dreams, visions, and visitations Experience and release the
Supernatural Power of “Thy Kingdom Come!”
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The Life Giver
A fun and fascinating way to learn about the book of Revelation. The Bible’s final
book, Revelation, can seem intimidating or downright impossible to comprehend,
even for serious students of the Scriptures. Filled with complex imagery, vivid
depictions of violence, and challenging spiritual references, Revelation is often set
aside by readers in favor of more straightforward, easier-to-digest biblical material.
Yet the capstone of the canon need not remain a mystery. In this refreshingly
accessible book, Bible scholar and best-selling author Tim LaHaye (originator of the
Left Behind series) and renowned puzzle master Timothy E. Parker (editor of the
USA Today Crossword, and founder of The Universal Crossword, King James Games,
and Master Puzzles) demystify Revelation for your benefit. Absorb this book and
discover afresh—or for the first time—the richness of Revelation and its Godbreathed, life-changing power to deepen your walk of faith.

The Book of Revelation Through Hebrew Eyes
Revelations
The Trilogy: The Guardian, Vendetta, and Revelation is a 3-book collection (over
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165k words/650 pages). Bonus Material includes an Interview with Katie Klein, and
"In the Beginning," a re-telling of Carter and Genesis's car accident from Seth's
point of view. The Guardian Synopsis: Seventeen-year-old Genesis Green is living
anything but a charmed life. As far back as she can remember, she and her mother
have been bouncing from town to town, struggling to survive on Ramen noodles
and minimum wage. Late one evening, Genesis and her boyfriend are in a car
accident. Carter’s SUV rolls, and Genesis finds herself injured, lying on the
pavement. Just before she slips into the darkness an unfamiliar voice calls out to
her, promising everything will be fine. His name is Seth, and he’s the Guardian
assigned to protect her. When Genesis begins having bizarre visions, the
Guardians believe she could be useful to them. To Seth, this means stepping into
the middle of an epic battle between angels and demons. Even with supernatural
protection, there’s no guarantee he can keep Genesis safe, something that's
becoming more important to him by the day. The line between reality and the
celestial becomes so blurred that Genesis can't decide who’s real and who’s
otherworldly, and worse: who's good and who's evil. Vendetta Synopsis: After the
tragic death of a friend at the hands of demons, Genesis Green moves into the pool
house on ex-boyfriend Carter's estate. Still under the watchful eye of Seth, her
Guardian, she lives and breathes a single purpose: Vengeance. When the Guardian
Council discovers Genesis is serious about taking Viola out of this world, they send
Mara, a warrior, to help prepare her for her greatest, final battle. Though she's
growing stronger by the day, her visions are becoming increasingly unreliable.
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When a single act threatens to separate Genesis from Seth forever, she'll face the
most painful decision yet to save the Guardian she loves. Revelation Synopsis:
Genesis Green's life is unraveling at the seams. The Council has stripped her
protection, Viola has taken Seth, and she and Carter have fled South Marshall.
When an opportunity to save her fallen angel arises, she'll have one chance to find
and eliminate the most powerful demon walking the earth. Enter Luke
Castellani—charming, dangerous, compelling—someone who can give Genesis
everything she desires. With her life (and soul) on the line, the greatest, final
sacrifice will be made to put an end to the evil threatening her world. Keywords:
teen, young adult, YA, urban fantasy, angel, demon, love story, romance

The Book of Revelation Decoded
The Glory of Revelation
In these Meditations on the Glory of God, Dr. Fowler stimulates our sanctified
imaginations to picture our Savior, the One who shed His blood on Calvary for our
sins, in His thronal glory providentially governing, passionately seeking the lost,
and programming our future. He helps us visualize in anthropomorphic,
splendiferous images the glory of God, and enthusiastically describes the New
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Jerusalem. He brings to our sanctified imaginations the descriptions of the city and
what it will be like to live there. He says, "Imagine how it will be to live for God,
continually seeing His face, continually finding new opportunities to serve Him,
within the splendorous and multicolored activity of that New Jerusalem. Dr. Fowler
also shares with his readers God's infinite fullness. "All He is, all He has done, and
is doing. Life is only life when life's meaning is to be" 'filled with the knowledge of
the glory of the Lord.' Habakkuk 2:14. Samuel W. Fowler was born November 30,
1934, in Washington, DC. He trusted Christ as his Savior October 12, 1954. He
received his Th.D. from Dallas Theological Seminary and was professor of Bible and
Theology for 43 years. His unique teaching and preaching style reached many
students who are now serving the Lord around the world. He also served as interim
pastor and full time pastor in churches in Indiana, Virginia, and Maryland. His
expertise in Bible and Theology and other fields of interest led to a rich inner life
and a deep relationship with the Lord, which has culminated in these Meditations
on the Glory of God. Dr. Fowler was ushered into the presence of His Glory on July
11, 2008.

Revelation
Originally published: Louisville, Ky.: Geneva Press, 1999.
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Revelation
Winner of the 2010 Lynlea Rodger Australia Theological Form (ATF) Press
Theological Book Prize The Eyes of Faith presents a systematic theology of the
sense of the faithful (sensus fidelium) and shows the fundamental and necessary
interrelationship between sensus fidelium, tradition, Scripture, theology, and the
magisterium. Ormond Rush provides fresh perspectives on a number of issues. He
proposes that tradition and Scripture are the products of the sensus fidelium and
that the inspiration of Scripture is best understood in terms of the Holy Spirit
working through the sensus fidelium. In addressing the role of the sensus fidei in
the lives of individual believers, the book provides a unique approach to the way
Christians make sense of their faith within the diverse contexts of daily life. It
shows how the imaginative capacity of the sensus fidei forms a foundational notion
for understanding the diversity of spiritualities, inculturations, and
contextualizations of the Gospel in the history of the church up to the present. This
ecclesial activity of interpreting the Christ event through the sensus fidelium
enables the church to proclaim the Gospel in new times and cultures throughout
history. The Eyes of Faith proposes that, for an effective teaching of the faith to
contemporary Christians, the distinctive roles of the magisterium and of theology
must be conceived primarily in terms of, and in relationship to, the ecclesial Spiritgiven capacity of the sensus fidelium. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ormond Rush is
lecturer of theology and former president of St. Paul's Theological College in
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Banyo, Australia, and is president of the Australian Catholic Theological
Association. He is the author of Still Interpreting Vatican II: Some Hermeneutical
Principles and The Reception of Doctrine: An Appropriation of Hans Robert Jauss'
Reception Aesthetics and Literary Hermeneutics. PRAISE FOR THE BOOK: "In
addition to its internal argumentation, the book's extensive footnotes, Scriptural
references, and Church documents will make it a tremendously valuable tool for
advanced researchers in several theological areas, including pneumatology,
ecclesiology, Scripture studies, and hemeneutics. . . . Highly recommended." -- C.
A. Montevecchio, Choice "Some works of scholarship stand out, providing a point of
reference and showing the way forward. Orm Rush's study is in this class, and it is
not surprising that its first release by CUA Press is a splendid hardback volume.
This work makes a significant contribution to Catholic Theology." -- Rev. John
Thornhill SM, The Australasian Catholic Record "Rush provides a theologically
perceptive panorama of the sensus fidelium at work in the church under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit. In addition to offering numerous insights--usually
beneficial and sometimes provocative--Rush's study is extraordinarily wellresearched. . . . [T]his volume is an outstandingly creative and comprehensive
theological study of the grace of the Holy Spirit acting through the sensus fidelium
in the reception of revelation in the church."--John Ford C.S.C., Theological Studies
"Rush has here provided us with a sophisticated study of theological hermeneutics,
as well as a foundational work in ecclesiology."--Lawrence S. Cunningham,
Commonweal "This detailed and well-argued book explores the phenomenon of
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reception in both the Bible and in contemporary Roman Catholic tradition. . . . An
insightful study for those interested in the newest wave of Roman Catholic
dogmatic theology, which tends to draw deeply from biblical sources as well as
Vatican teaching, this book genuinely advances discussions of the doctrine of
reception." --Aaron Klink, Religious Studies Review

The Trilogy: The Guardian, Vendetta, and Revelation (3 in 1)
The emotionally evocative power of the book of Revelation has been often noted
and experienced by interpreters, but until now it has never been systematically
explored. The strange visions of the book of Revelation provide some of the most
difficult passages of the New Testament, yet Christians have long been fascinated
by its power and provocative pronouncements. David deSilva analyzes how the
book argues and persuades us to see the world through the eyes of John, and
suggests that the study of ancient rhetoric is particularly valuable in understanding
the book of Revelation. deSilva interprets the book of Revelation as a rhetorical
and communicative strategy to persuade a particular audience for specific goals.
Throughout this analysis, he pursues John's construction of his own authority,
John's use of emotion and logic, and his attempt to shape the formation of the
reader. Despite the complexities of Revelation, deSilva has produced a remarkably
clear text sure to cause readers to rethink their view of Revelation.
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Anton Chekhov Through the Eyes of Russian Thinkers
Things Your Eye Can't See
This volume offers modern perspectives, from a strong international team of
scholars, on the perception of Anton Chekhov's works by three leading cultural
figures of the Silver Age of Russian culture - Vasilii Rozanov, Dmitrii Merezhkovskii
and Lev Shestov.

Jesus in the Book of Revelation
Have you ever longed for a simple easy reading on the book of Revelation? This is
it! Apostle Anne takes you on a spiritual journey that will deepen your love for
Christ, create in you a desire to keep on pressing and increase your knowledge and
understanding of Gods glory and power; the present and what we expect to come.
This book will equip and empower the saints for ultimate victory over Satan and
evil while demonstrating Gods great love for mankind. Each chapter takes you
beyond the timetable of events and Johns symbolic style of literature to the great
truth of the authors revelation of Jesus the Christ.
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Through the Eyes of Love
A Divine Word from a Revelation
Revelation through Science is written for the educated non-scientist who may be
troubled by apparent conflicts between science and religion. Are science and faith
incompatible? Astronomers, physicists, and biologists have now shown that the
more deeply science probes nature, the more it reveals evidence pointing us to
God. After reviewing concepts from those fields, Revelation through Science adds
new material from chemistry. It describes organic structures that are profoundly
vital for life, yet too complex for self-assembly without some guiding principle. It
should lift the burden from believers and seekers to realize that science is not the
enemy of faith.

Humor, Resistance, and Jewish Cultural Persistence in the Book
of Revelation
Genesis Green's life is unraveling at the seams. The Council has stripped her
protection, Viola has taken Seth, and she and Carter have fled South Marshall.
When an opportunity to save her fallen angel arises, she'll have one chance to find
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and eliminate the most powerful demon walking the earth. Enter Luke
Castellani—charming, dangerous, compelling—someone who can give Genesis
everything she desires. With her life (and soul) on the line, the greatest, final
sacrifice will be made to put an end to the evil threatening her world. REVELATION,
a 58k-word/230-page novel for young adults, is the thrilling conclusion of Klein's
three-book Guardians series. Keywords: teen, YA, young adult, urban fantasy,
angel, demon, love story, romance

The Eyes of Faith
This book exposes truths that have transformed many lives and will also raise your
faith, love and power to elevate you to a new level of life, in which you will find the
authority you have over your enemies when you put the Word of God in your lips

From Romans to Revelation - CXCVI to CCLXIV
The Book of Revelation Made Clear
The Optical Journal
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The Giza Revelation
REVEALING REVELATION (This Is Your World)
Jewel Winters, a 24-year-old single mother, has had her fair share of trials and
tribulations. Since childhood, she's had to battle with her verbally abusive,
alcoholic mother. Now, as a young adult, she's barely making ends meet, lacks selfesteem, and regrets not pursuing higher education. But in spite of her many
hardships, Jewel is making an effort to live a fulfilling life. That is, until she's hit
with the realization that her long-term boyfriend may not be the father of their
three-year-old daughter. The aftermath of this revelation leads to a tragic accident,
which sends Jewel on a downward spiral. Revelations is a poignant tale about a
young woman who aspires to overcome the many obstacles that cross her path.
Will Jewel prevail over the effects of behaving badly? Will she heal from past hurts?
Will she open up her heart to be loved again? Lies, secrets, treachery, forgiveness,
and triumph are at the forefront of this story with many twists and turns.
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